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The ulterior motive of movement is love

A mug placed on a tablecloth
talks of a contact, between the cloth
and the mug. Before that,
it was the hand that put the mug
on the tablecloth.

Looking downwards, one can see
that a movement of the feet brought
the hands to the table. The floor,
flat-shaped and uninterrupted
contacted the feet.

Before the mug was put on the table
and the hands were brought by the feet,
and the feet touched the floor and the
floor stood on itself  as it stands on
volumes of earth circling the earth,

The hand stood on the feet.



Amzei Market Makers
Târg de design în cadrul Street Delivery

Program susţinut de evenimente şi manifestări cultural-artistice şi de 
promovare a antreprenorilor din industrii creative, menit să contribuie la 
reinventarea şi revitalizarea spaţiului Pieţei Amzei şi la reintroducerea 
acestuia în circuitul urban şi în atenţia publicului larg.

 The removal of the hosts

Consume me, evict my mind into
One of those derelict twisted trees -
The grinning lawn-moving fields
Of India. Hard labour jumps the gun
Erasable, cleaning out poverty’s stashes.
Spoiled germs and miasmas early on the streets.
I’m passing through morning’s tunnel,
Decaying shacks slaughter calories
And the heat melts in a lofty fabrication of nature.
Monkeys follow us from the sidewalks, 
Closer, closer still,
Sticking devil tusks under the bus’s wheels,
Their tails coiled with sustained allegory;
Written in their palm I can see pale mental graphics
Laughing out loud some mountain’s lava cheeks - if
You clench your fist; but they’re sniggering,
Conceited in their black-chilly volition,
Pressed horrors conspiring to hustle me.
Only a glass screen, sick with voyeurism
Contains that thinly wrapped endeavour
Of sane integrity. Sometimes, in the colourful
Ashes of the morning, floating between my view
And the fooling beasts, a radiance comes forth,
Reflecting in the window, gashing their hairy breasts
And showering down rainy, gored and unwelcome company.



 Spinning Obsession

A whirling disk constantly bears fruit
if spun correctly, rowing with the one eye
Sturdy
from the bottom of the iris
to the image eyelids
I’ve been searching for the weaned rainbows
distantly, figurative, far off, even and odd
Alienating
My effigy is one that adds up to the middle
of the day
The highest pray and its swift collision
splitting down my only foetus
inside i hear the rainbow let’s shear the rainbow
cut it up in two and lace it to the black boots
Make a frisk when you walk through
We are not grown-ups. Not enough. We are barred
bridesmaids and mannered bridegrooms
lumps of pillows in an aching bow,
In a horde of claws
blowing up guessing retreats
in the  wheels of our working maws
Tie it
Now tie it up again
The hues withstand the specimen



 Your Selected Highness

Clowns carried away by their beaming,
Intertwined paint coats flapping their jaws
Irreversible axes jumping, their tears
Scalding a father and a son,
Rusty kidding
Of such elegant shaping
Bruise me I will order your
High-cast drollery,
Sorrow and theft.
You fainted on my loose ends.
Recollection, Saint Silvester’s Day
Disparate flying glasses turning all heads around
Fairies in jumpers following
On top there was magic
And the plaintive hush of the
Waiting and the night.
Fans were cooling off fireworks
Pyrotechnicians fat and greasy from
Broil’s ointments
Scathing worms in blackberries and raspberries,
Liquor in the great hole of mouth 
Lulling tombs to a sleep. 



 The ladle

The pot is shivering and shaking its transparent lid
Vapors easily discouraged smelt down in tiny areas
Their sensuality. The condensed fog is so thick,
I cannot make out what is charring or who’s being
Soaked in the tamped vagina’s sauna.
I hear antics muttered  with gross velocity, the
Blonde’s jests that’s sitting close to me, uttering
Words of caution:
Take your grip and disarm your unfeigned
Icing. There’s sugar in the melting pot for the winter;
But don’t lie down next to the fire, the only
Living thing among us. It will lecture your
Brass carcass, armor for the mellow vegetables,
A thing of the liquid, a lift and drop greeting.
Nourish me so that I can continue feeding
The pouring cauldron.
She is snuffing my open interior, trespassing
The propriety to inhale only clean air. No blame.
My golden scales are numbered, she will soon
Break open the siren’s flesh and tail me to the end.



 Wolf’s reaction

They are examining my throbbings with guilt-ridden
Senses, putting down icy medals on a dead body.
They are ignoring temperatures, but facing the sweeping of
Red flood into their heart-aches. I, cannot feel them.
They are nothing.
Broody as I am, I try to estimate their evaluations,
The summits of order leaning on number anchors.
I die and dwelve in my slitting clothes,
Not much of an opening, but enough to
To take something out of it and put it back into the vivid
Sound – as falling. When I do get up, I feel lost in
Remembrance; whose white silhouettes have I seen,
Spending their knowledge on me? Saviours guard
The very bed I’m trying to break out of.
And I am spewing, and spewing, and spewing my monotony.
Though my heart’s sleeves roll up its pulses into
Numerous compounds, each second alive is
Anti-gravity, but true as nose blood dripping
Anonymously; the red collapsing at once with
Warm stains of solitude. No more of this.
Joker’s been bad to me, putting ten seconds in a heartbeat. 



 Outlaw

Tendrils of snow cover up February’s marches.
The struggle beneath is curling in what seems
An indefinite snare. Winter sheds no blood,
As it is a treason for the swollen swords –
It comes to a standstill, even the pointed-shapely.
Where are the dead cold panes now,
Flowering with ancient matches?
Igniting the green affairs, and the pinky-red ones,
Japanese paper strips screwing but not cracking
The window, frizzy with drops of colour
Untouched by the sides, growing lovely
As they collide with the ground – untimely.
Spring, spring! Bottle me up in your glass,
And let me look at what propels you,
What makes you escape the grain of so
Numberless seeds of sands; incessant, incessant,
expand, and expand, and expand,
Taking out my weight and pinning it to the
Land, kimono of white nostrils, smell please
My frozen moan, tired, conscientious,
The lowered cry lying deep in the snow.



 Omagiu



the bridge



praying for blue



a thing of the liquid



city in the vessels



Ţâţă şi ţaţă



tortures a



tortures b



thank
you


